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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
All prices are correct at time of going to press. 
Retail rates are exclusive of VAT, this will be charged at 
the current rate. Promotions are not available online. 
Measurements are approximate. Errors and Omissions 
Excluded. Calls may be recorded for training purposes. 
Full terms and conditions are shown online. All images 
are for illustration purposes only. Promotions cannot be 
used in conjunction with other offers. Current account 
discounts do not apply to the promotional prices 
shown. Not all products and services are available 
in all locations – check availability in advance.

Welcome to 
Speedy 

Expertly equipped 
for every step
As the UK’s leading tools, equipment 
and plant hire company, we are 
equipped to support your business 
on every project. 

Taking care of the 
everyday, every day
Speedy takes away the hassle of 
everyday supply chain management, 
so you can focus on the more 
important tasks. Think of us as an 
extra pair of hands, here to help you 
keep your project on plan, on track 
and on budget.

Hire or buy
Products can be hired or purchased – 
choose from our wide range of over 
2,000 product lines for hire and 8,000 
to purchase. In addition we can supply 
non-standard items, which we source 
directly from our network of 
quality approved 
partners.

Keeping you informed 
about what’s new at Speedy
Speedy is proud to make available to you the largest and 
newest fleet of winter equipment, solutions and services 
to help keep your workforce safe and productive during 
the darker and colder winter months.

Speedy will make sure that you are always equipped for 
business; reducing risks, managing costs and ensuring 
compliance allowing you the time and focus to do what 
you do best.

So whether you are looking to hire or buy equipment, 
update your training or need help in an emergency, 
make Speedy your first contact. 
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What’s new at Speedy

Balfour Beatty boots 
on the ground day
Speedy was proud to support an event held for the 
Leeds ELOR Relief Ring Road, with Balfour Beatty 
and Leeds City Council, to demonstrate innovation 
and collaboration with their key partners.

The day was a huge success with over 120 guests 
attending throughout the day. Chris Asher, Health 
and Safety Lead (Balfour Beatty), thanked all who 
contributed to helping Balfour Beatty make it such a 
successful day.

A big thank you also to Richard Brown and his team at 
Hilti, Neil Pogmore and his team at Hi-Force Tooling, 
The Marwood Team, and Speedy’s very own Mark 
Berry, from Leeds for their great support and effort 
on the day. 
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Drivers week
‘Helpful’, ‘friendly’, ‘polite’ are just 
some of the great words you have 
used to describe our drivers, so 
we wanted to shine the spotlight 
on some of Speedy’s greatest 
unsung heroes.

To do this we dedicated a week to 
celebrate the great work our drivers 
have done and continue to do. 

Over the course of driver’s week we 
showcased some of our amazing 
drivers from around the business on 
our social channels.

We hope you enjoyed getting to 
know some of our great drivers 
across Speedy.

Charity football match
Organised by Adrian Palmer and Brennan Webb, Speedy 
recently held the Hinkley Point 2nd annual contractors 
football match, with the extremely successful event 
helping to raise over £3,000 for Breast Cancer Now.

This was all possible due to the generosity of the following 
people and their respective companies, Red D’ARC, Denholm 
Industrial Services and Hilti for sponsoring kit before and 
during the game. Our food sponsors Somerset larder, plus 
The Marwood Group, Bridgewater Town FC for hosting 
the match and the team at ARC for providing the match 
programme on such a tight deadline. 

Finally, Speedy would like to thank all 
the companies that donated prizes 
to the event and a special mention 
to Rob Jordan and James Martin 
who took time out to attend and 
support the game.

STEM week at Hillcrest 
Primary School
As part of STEM week Speedy’s Alan Lockhart and 
Gordon Bell recently spent the day at a school in Norfolk 
in partnership with Morgan Sindall.

The team visited Hillcrest Primary School, Downham Market 
and took part in an event themed around transport. 

Speedy were happy to support the school and local 
community by providing a selection of plant and machinery 
for the children to learn about. The day was a great success 
with both the kids and teachers having a brilliant time, and 
following the event many of the kids expressed an interest 
in pursuing a career in construction or hire. 

We helped 

to raise over 

£3,000 
for Breast 

Cancer Now!

We dedicated 
a week to 
celebrating 
the great work 
our drivers 
have done and 
continue to do.
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Site of the future

Snoozepod
Designed and built for warmth and comfort, the 
Snoozepod 20 offers unrivalled levels of luxury in 
a temporary accommodation unit.

Ideally suited for construction, student and 
outdoor events. 

• 2 bedrooms with reading lights, shelving, 
cupboards and a spacious wardrobe

• 1.0kw plinth heater and lighting from energy 
saving LED lamps

• Full kitchen facilities

• USB and electric sockets

• Ecosmart technology as standard to manage 
power demands 

• A fire extinguisher, smoke and C02 detectors are 
included as standard for additional safety

Solar Pod
The Solar Pod combines solar PV, battery storage, 
a backup generator and a 400 litre fuel tank in a safe 
and secure self-contained unit. 

• Perfect for medium sized sites, one Solar Pod can 
power as many as 5 cabins from a single unit 

• Once connected by our trained engineers, 
powering the site is autonomous

• The site is powered by Solar - Battery - Generator 
or a combination of these depending on the load 
demand. The Solar element will either power 
the site directly, or will assist by charging the 
battery storage

Innovation is a top priority and 
Speedy’s Product Review Group 
brings our people, customers and 
suppliers together to develop new 
products and enhance our service offering.
We keep up to date with the latest equipment and services 
to help customers work more efficiently, safely and reduce 
their environmental impact, bringing you the site of the 
future, today. Here is just a selection of the innovative 
solutions of the future that Speedy can offer you.

We want 

you to get involved 

in Speedy’s product 

development. If there’s a 

product you’d like our new 

product review group to 

evaluate, please let us know

Email: innovations@ 

speedyservices.com
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SafetyPoint

G-Deck
The G-DECK load deck system is a patented 3 in 1 multi-functional 
high strength trestle/access platform/tower which is quick to 
erect, durable and flexible enough to meet any site needs.

PLATFORM TRESTLE TOWER

1 2 3

3 1in
MULTI- 

FUNCTIONAL 

SYSTEM

SafetyPoint is a fold-out safety station, loaded with the 
necessary first aid and safety equipment to enable your 
first response.

• SafetyPoint has been designed to be deployed by 2 people 
in under 60 seconds

• Choose the Safety Equipment Pods you need and insert your 
Health & Safety notices to meet the bespoke needs of each site

• The practical solution that provides the assurance you seek and 
demonstrates regulatory compliance

• SafetyPoint provides a single location for the first 
response equipment to protect your people, 
your site and your business 
reputation

• The deck has been shown to accommodate imposed loads of up to 5.9Kn/m2 or 590kg/m2, 
which provides for a wide range of uses on site

• Being a self-supporting system together with additional extras such as handrails, 
internal access points and spring loaded access gates, really makes the G-DECK 
a leader in innovation
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Winter driving
The British winter 
can be unpredictable. 
Bad weather can strike 
suddenly, so the best 
advice when severe 
weather hits is to stay 
off the road.

If you must drive, make 
sure you are prepared 
for the conditions…
• ANTI-FREEZE This is your engine’s first line of 

defence against sub-zero temperatures, so keep 
your coolant topped up

• BATTERY Vehicle batteries are put to a severe 
test in winter due to the extra demands of running 
heating systems and lights. Short journeys can place 
additional strain on the battery so plan longer runs 
occasionally

• SERVICE Make sure that your vehicle is regularly 
serviced in line with the manufacturer’s guidelines

• LIGHTS Make sure that all your lights are in full 
working order and are kept clear of ice and snow. 
Clean them prior to every journey

• TYRES Check them regularly for damage, tread 
depth and pressure

• WIPERS Make sure that your wipers are in good 
condition. Take care in frosty conditions and do not 
try to “Flip” your wipers if there is a chance they 
are frozen to the screen. This may damage the 
wiper motor

• WINDOWS Keep all windows and mirrors clean 
and free from snow and ice. Carry a scraper and 
some de-icer at all times

• EMERGENCY KIT Where possible you should 
equip yourself with the following items; ice scraper, 
warm jacket, boots, jump leads, shovel torch, warm 
drink, bar of chocolate, first aid kit and a warning 
triangle

Winter working
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Slips, trips and falls guidance

Cold stress

Approximately 40% of all reported major injuries 
at work are the result of a slip or trip, which can be 
compounded by following on to other injuries such as 
burns or falling from a height. Many of these accidents 
can be prevented by following some simple procedures, 
which are easy to implement and low-cost.

Over winter is the lighting sufficient in your workplace? 
You should be able to see exactly where you are going, 

What is cold stress?
When the human body can no longer maintain a normal 
temperature, the individual can be exposed to cold-related 
injuries and illnesses, potentially resulting in death or 
bodily harm. As an environment becomes colder, the body 
must work more to maintain its temperature. This can 
become an issue if precautions aren’t taken and the effects 
of cold upon the body aren’t acted upon.

If cold conditions persist, the body’s blood flow will move 
from extremities such as hands and feet to the core of your 
body. This can expose the body to cold stress hazards such 
as frostbite, hypothermia, chilblains or even trench foot.

What are the signs of cold stress?
Some are more subtle than others, but without you fully 
realising it you could be experiencing multiple symptoms of 
cold stress at work!

What measures can I take to avoid 
cold stress?
There are a number of strategies and protocols you can 
employ to reduce cold stress, which are even more effective 
if you combine them!

CLOTHING

• Dress in layers. An inner layer should ideally be a fabric 
which will absorb any potential sweat produced (nylon/
polyester etc. not cotton), a middle layer which consists 

and should be able to spot any 
potential tripping or slipping hazards 
on the floor.

Speedy has a range of lighting 
equipment and cordless products 
to help you minimise your risk of 
slips, trips and falls. Look out for 
products with the cordless icon.

of wool, cotton, or a fleece. And finally, an outer layer 
of waterproof clothing or material should be worn. This 
combination allows you to stay dry, warm and layers can 
easily be replaced without needing to remove all clothing

• If you’re working in wet conditions, be sure to use 
waterproof footwear

Examples of warm clothing and protective footwear can be 
found on page 22.

WORKPLACE

• Using heating equipment such as fuel heaters or radiant 
heaters in the workplace can warm the air, and keep 
workers from working in cold conditions. See page 14 
for our range of heating equipment to hire or buy

• Keep an ample supply of gas refills; you never know 
when you’ll need that extra fuel and gas. See page 17 
for our fuel solutions

• Protect workers from wind and weather by either utilising 
the workplace and location of work (if possible) 
or through the use of barriers

• Insulating material on equipment, 
especially equipment with metal 
handles that is used frequently

• Employ a buddy system so 
workers can keep an eye on each 
other and be aware for signs of 
cold stress

• Keep a Wind Chill Chart around 
your workplace alongside a 
thermometer so your team 
can observe any changes in 
temperature whilst observing 
the chart

KEEP AN EYE OUT FOR THESE SIGNS

• Blue lips and fingers

• Confusion

• Reduced alertness

• Stiffness of muscles and shivering
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Lighting 

This year we have significantly invested in our lighting range, expanding 
our VB9 LED+ Lighting Tower and in other solar lighting models, bringing 
our total Lighting Tower fleet up to 3,500 units. In addition, we have a fleet 
of 16,500 general lights, and over 50 product lines for a variety of uses.

VT HYBRID LED 
LIGHTING TOWER
Product code: 48/0005

The VT Hybrid is the world’s 1st Hybrid Lighting 
Tower incorporating Hybrid Engine Technology 
and LED light heads which dramatically reduce 
running costs and noise output.

• Utilises modern LED lighting with an 
advanced battery system and light sensing 
technology

TL55 SOLAR LIGHT
Product code: 22/0092

The SMC TL55 Solar meets the demand for a 
sustainable, environmentally friendly and low 
maintenance lighting tower.

• Reliable, robust and offering instant light 
from four LED lamps, the TL55 Solar does 
not compromise on power or quality

• With both battery and 
mains supply provision, 
it offers flexible options 
for all applications on site

VB9 LIGHTING 
TOWER 9M
Product code: 22/0087

Award winning innovation in environmental 
lighting.

• Full power metal halide light coverage 

• Substantially increased run time of 320 
hours, resulting in monthly refuelling as 
opposed to weekly

VB9 LED+ 
LIGHTING TOWER
Product code: 22/0089

The poly LED hydraulic vertical 340° rotation 
mast lighting tower.

• Extending to a height of 8.5 metres, it 
provides an illuminated area of 4,100sqm

•  LED lamps powered with 24 volts, with LED 
drivers protected inside the body frame

• Corrosion-proof polythene shell that can 
withstand the toughest applications

Tower Lights
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LED Lights
Covering a range of lighting styles from 
handheld lamps to festoon lights to lighting 
towers, LED lights offer a brighter, greener more 
durable solution when it comes to lighting equipment.

LED FLOODLIGHT 
SINGLE HEAD
(C/W TRIPOD)
Product code: 22/0063

The compact Ecostar Pro.

• Provides huge savings in running costs 
due to the efficiency and performance of 
LED over halogen

• IP65 rated for use in all weather 
conditions

RECHARGEABLE 
LANTERN LIGHT
Product code: 22/0185

A portable worklight that gives ultimate power.

• Versatile and portable LED torch/worklight 
system designed for patrol, inspection and 
emergency work situations

• LED portable lighting and is designed to 
be virtually maintenance free 
and robust enough to deal 
with the rigours of a harsh work 
environment

DEFENDER LED 
FESTOON LIGHT
(2M SPACING)
Product code: 22/0012

The LED Festoon Lighting.

• 21 high-quality Nichia LEDs that deliver 
energy efficient savings with an increased 
light output

• Delivering twice the lumen power of conventional 
festoon lighting, the LED fitting is a safe and efficient 
lighting solution ideal for a wide range of applications

LED SMITHLIGHT
(C/W MAINS AND 12V 
CHARGERS AND CARRY BAG)
Product code: 80/0700

The LED Smith Light is a robust, solid, double 
headed LED adjustable headlight.

• The lighting head tilts down by up to 60° 
providing the user with adequate illumination 
for enclosed and confined space work

• Versatile and is designed to attach to a variety 
of equipment including tripods, scaffolding 
and elevated work platforms

Visit: speedy 

services.com/winter2019

To hire or buy from our 

full range of winter 

solutions online.
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Lighting sales

NEW
£9.99

NEW
£26.49

INSPECTION LIGHT
Product code: C35330010A-s

• Smooth, even light spread

• 600 Lumen 5W white Samsung 
SMD LEDs

• DC-USB charging cable (included)

• Additional 100 lumen torch in head

• Ultra strength polycarbonate housing

• Impact resistant to 1m

• Rear Charging Point with protective cover

• Red-to-Green charging indicator light

• Integral hanging hook & magnet for hands-free use

• Multi positional hook/foldable kick stand

• Weight 260g 
(with battery)

• Dimensions: 
205 x 60 x 42mm

COMPACT WORK LIGHT
Product code: C24010135A-s

The Unilite SLR-500 is a compact USB rechargeable 
work light that has a maximum output of 500 lumens 
from the white COB LED flood light.

• Heavy Duty Housing

• Magnetic base for hands free use

• Fluorescent body for 
greater visibility

• Adjustable stand 
for Light Angle

• USB rechargeable

Contact your 

local Speedy depot 

for more information.

Visit: speedy 

services.com/sales
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SITE 
LIGHT
Product code: 
C24010136A-s

Description: 
Unilite SLR2750

Quantity: 
Each

Price: 
£64.99

LED 
FESTOON 
LIGHTS
Product code: 
B022010035A-s

Description: 
Festoon lights

Quantity: Each

Price: £67.85

FOLDING 
SPEAKER/
COMPACT 
WORK LIGHT
Product code: C24010137A-s

Description: Unilite SP-750

Quantity: Each

Price: £49.99

SUBMERSIBLE 
LED TORCH
Product code: C35470059A-s

Description: Unilite TL-5

Quantity: Each

Price: £24.99

EXIN LIGHT TM120L 
RECHARGEABLE 
LED LIGHT
Product code: B080050005A-s

Description: 
TM120L Rechargeable LED Light. 
The TM120L is part of the Tradesman 
range, having only a single sided Light 
Head rather than the double sided head 
included in the Industrial series below.

Quantity: Each

Price: £305.50

TOWER 
PRO 360º 
FLOODLIGHT
Product code: B022030470A-s

Description: 
Nightsearcher Tower Pro

Quantity: Each

Price: £355.16

EXIN LIGHT 
IN3500LB 
RECHARGEABLE 
LED LIGHT
Product code: B080050020-s 

Description: 
IN3500LB Rechargeable LED Light 

Quantity: Each

Price: £523.75

EXIN LIGHT 
IN120L 
RECHARGEABLE 
LED LIGHT
Product code: B080050010A-s

Description: 
IN120L Rechargeable LED Light

Quantity: Each

Price: £378.55
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Heating 

Competitive 
rates available 
on our range 
of heaters and 
dehumidifiers. 

Get more 
done this 
winter.

Visit: speedy 

services.com/winter2019

To hire or buy from our 

full range of winter 

solutions online.
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Competitive 
rates available 
on our range 
of heaters and 
dehumidifiers. 

FAN HEATER 2.8KW
Product code: 20/0095

PROPANE FORCED AIR 
HEATER 351,700 BTU MAX
Product code: 20/0190

DIESEL INDIRECT 
HEATER 
160,400 BTU
Product code: 20/0123

INDUSTRIAL 
INFRARED 
HEATER
Product code: 20/0120

LARGE DEHUMIDIFIER
Product code: 20/0030

Industrial forced 
air heater.

• With fully 
variable heat 
output for accurate 
temperature control

• Push button ignition 
with 100% efficient 
combustion

Elite 2.8kw 110v 
fan heater.

• Powerful unit with 
3 control settings 
which can be 
utilising in summer 
and winter months 
as it can double as a 
fan or a heater

The industrial infrared heater.

• Features highly efficient 
twin 1400w infra-red 
elements for direct heating

• Constructed from a high 
grade and heat resistant 
materials

The BD1000 dehumidifier 
delivers strong dehumidification 
performance.

• Roto-moulded polyethylene 
cover is dent resistant, easy to 
wipe clean, and hinges open for 
fast access for internal cleaning

• Regular, automatic condensate 
pump out allows unattended use

Industrial forced air diesel heater with a high air flow.

• Strong and long lasting construction with housing 
that remains cool to the touch

• Suitable for use in areas with limited ventilation as 
indirect heaters do not add moisture to the air

• Indirect heaters can be ducted which allows them 
to be placed outside the area to be warmed

Y
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Heating sales
FAN HEATER
Product code: 20/0092A-s

Description: Fan Heater

Quantity: Each

Price: £7.99

CONVECTOR HEATER
Product code: B020070005A-s

Description: Convector Heater

Quantity: Each

Price: £19.99

INFRARED 
HEATER
Product code: 
B020130005A-s

Description: 110V

Quantity: Each

Price: £128.75

Product code: 
B020130010A-s

Description: 240V

Quantity: Each

Price: £128.75

CABINET GAS HEATER - 
CATALYTIC
Product code: 
B020050010A-s

Description: 
Cabinet Gas Heater

Quantity: Each

Price: £89.95

GREAT 

VALUE
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CALOR 
PROPANE 
REFILL
Product code: 
C0704020-s

Description: 13kg

Quantity: Each

Price: £29.37

Product code: 
C0704010-s

Description: 19kg

Quantity: Each

Price: £38.88

Product code: 
C0704005-s

Description: 47kg

Quantity: Each

Price: £75.44

CALOR 
PROPANE 
FORKLIFT 
REFILL
Product code: 
C0704025-s

Description: 12kg

Quantity: Each

Price: £26.31

Product code: 
C0704015-s

Description: 18kg

Quantity: Each

Price: £35.79

CALOR 
BUTANE 
REFILL
Product code: 
C0704035-s

Description: 15kg

Quantity: Each

Price: £34.43

FLOGAS 
PROPANE 
REFILL
Product code: 
C0704320-s

Description: 19kg

Quantity: Each

Price: £38.31

Product code: 
C0704315-s

Description: 47kg

Quantity: Each

Price: £76.56

FLOGAS 
PROPANE 
FORKLIFT 
REFILL
Product code: 
C0704028-s

Description: 11kg

Quantity: Each

Price: £25.90

Product code: 
C0704325-s

Description: 18kg

Quantity: Each

Price: £33.02

FLOGAS 
BUTANE 
REFILL
Product code: 
C0704345-s 

Description: 13kg

Quantity: Each

Price: £34.43
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Power & fuel solutions
We have everything 
you need to keep 
your site running 
whatever the 
conditions.

With an industry-leading 
fleet of generators and 
compressors for every 
size of project.
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SILENCED 
GENERATOR 
DIESEL 6KVA
Product code: 14/0057

GENERATOR 
PETROL 
2.7KVA
Product code: 14/0120

SILENCED 
GENERATOR 
DIESEL 15KVA
Product code: 14/0092

Silenced compact dual-voltage diesel 
engine generators, available for all on-site 
continuous power requirements. 

• The units come complete with full 
engine and electrical protection system

• CTE is standard

Easily handled, lightweight framed, 
portable, petrol powered generator. 

• Ideal for small power requirements 
away from mains supply

Silenced compact dual-voltage diesel 
engine generators, available for all on-site 
continuous power requirements.

• The units come complete with full 
engine and electrical protection system

• CTE is standard

CANOPY 
GENERATORS
20-500kVA sets comply with the new 
legislation and offer cleaner emissions 
for all users as well as offering many 
benefits, including individual socket 
protection, 50% longer service 
intervals and an easy to use external 
control panel for improved safety.

HYBRID 
GENERATORS 
Our hybrid range is capable of 
connecting to a range of power 
sources. The built-in intelligent load 
management system automatically 
switches between the internal battery 
storage and an external generator set. 
This means that a generator set only 
runs when high loads are required, 
and silent, exhaust free battery 
storage is used for low loads, saving 
money and energy.

SECURITY 
GENERATORS
These generators offer high security, two 
week run fuel tank and internal oil make 
up system with further options available 
to suit customer requirements.

• Packaged in vandal resistant, 
weatherproof, 10ft secure containers

• Simple generator control and 
instrumentation

• Long run fuel tank

• Reduced risk of theft and vandalism

• Remote Monitoring and control 
available on request
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Fuel Solutions

0345 600 5513
fuel@speedyservices.com

Speedy is the only 
UK plant hire company 
with its own fully 
integrated fuel division.
If you use fuel on-site, Speedy has a range of services 
to help you run more safely and economically.

Speedy Fuel at a glance…
ANNUAL VOLUME
In 2017-18 we supplied £30m litres of fuel to 
our customers.

DEPOTS AND TANKERS
We have ten specialist fuel locations, plus a fleet 
of tankers with market-leading on-board live fuel 
monitoring systems.

SUPPLY PARTNERS
To complement our fleet, Speedy partners with two 
of the world’s largest fuel suppliers to provide fuel 
to every UK postcode.
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Wet weather

Don’t get caught out!

SUBMERSIBLE 
PUMP - 50MM
Product code: 23/0140

Ideal for site drainage, emptying pools, 
flooded basements etc. 

• Designed to be used fully submersed 

• Lightweight, but capable of pumping 
large volumes of water while 
unattended

• Not to be run dry

• Hire includes 6m of delivery hose

CENTRIFUGAL CLEAR WATER 
PUMP PETROL 50MM
Product code: 23/0030

General purpose, easy to use 
and lightweight. 

• Copes with most water 
pumping problems

• For clear water only. 
Not to be run dry

• Hire includes 6m of suction 
hose and 6m of delivery hose

PUDDLE SUCKER/
SWEEPER PUMP
Product code: 23/0080

DIAPHRAGM PUMP - 
DIESEL - 75MM
Product code: 23/0110

The sweeper pump is the ultimate 
“puddle sucker” pumping down to 1mm. 

• Prime the pump chamber through 
the outlet if the starting level is less 
than 75mm. 

• Hire includes 6, of delivery hose

This electric start pump is ideal 
for most building site utility and 
general industrial applications, 
including those where extended, 
maintenance free running is 
essential.

Visit: speedy 

services.com/winter2019

To hire or buy from our 

full range of winter 

solutions online.

Be prepared, whatever 
the weather with Speedy
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Winter clothing & PPE

VisiLite® Helmet 
Illumination System

50M VISIBILITY

• Independently tested for luminous 
intensity, visibility in darkness & 
flash rate

• During optical testing Visilite® 
remained visible up to a distance 
of 50m

EASY SECURE FIT

•  Simply clip onto the sides and rear 
of the safety helmet

• Quick release for replacement or 
USB charging

USB RECHARGEABLE

• Easily rechargeable with a USB 
charging supply; PC, Mains or Car 

• Can be charged while fitted to 
the helmet

• Micro USB cable supplied

• Charge time: approximately 
2.5 Hours

DURABLE

• The clips and main housing are 
made from highly durable ABS

• The main housing is sealed to 
protect against dust and dirt

ADVERSE WEATHER

• Visilite® is splash proof making 
it suitable for use in wet weather 
conditions

• It has an operating Temperature 
Range of: -10ºC to +50ºC 
(14ºF and 122ºF)

MODES & RUNTIMES

• MODE1: Static (9hrs

• MODE2: Fast flash (150hrs)

• MODE3: Slow flash (190hrs)

SUREFIT THERMAL 
HELMET LINER 
Prevents workers from wearing incompatible 
and dangerous alternatives such as hoodies 
underneath their helmets. It provides all day 
comfort and warmth.

Surefit Thermal Liner M/L

Product code: C45310422A-s

Surefit Thermal Liner L/XL

Product code: C45310445A-s

• Thermal Insulation: provides the 
wearer with warmth and protection 
from cold environments

• Deep edges designed to cover the 
entire ear

NEW
£4.75

• Lightweight 
for all day 
comfort 

• Machine 
washable 
at 30°C 
for hygiene 
purposes.

The VisiLite® helmet 
illumination system has 
been developed as a 
method of increasing 
worker visibility without 
dazzling colleagues in 
close proximity. VisiLite® 
offers three lighting modes 
to suit the user’s needs.

NEW
£12.99Product code: 

C45310424A-s
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RAIN SUIT 
WITH HOOD
Product code: C0109997A-s

Description: Large

Quantity: Each

Price: £7.70

Product code: C0109998A-s

Description: Extra Large

Quantity: Each

Price: £7.70

HI-VIS 
WAISTCOAT
Product code: C0108623A-s

Description: Yellow Extra Large

Quantity: Each

Price: £2.38

Product code: C0108624A-s

Description: Orange Extra Large

Quantity: Each

Price: £2.38

THERMAL 
GLOVES
Product code: C0101985A-s

Description: 
Latex Thermo Star Fully 
Dipped Glove

Quantity: Pack of 6 Pairs

Price: £8.19

SAFETY WELLINGTON BOOTS
Product code: C0110035A-s

Description: Size 8

Quantity: Pair

Price: £12.54

Product code: 
C0110036A-s

Description: Size 9

Quantity: Pair

Price: £12.54

Product code: C0110037A-s

Description: Size 10

Quantity: Pair

Price: £12.54

Product code: C0110038A-s

Description: Size 11

Quantity: Pair

Price: £12.54

HELMET 
WARMER
Product code: 
C45310442A-s

Description: 
Helmet Warmer 
Hi Vis Yellow

Quantity: Each

Price: £12.28

HELMET 
COMFORTER
Product code: 
C45310020A-s

Description: 
Helmet Warmer Hi Vis Yellow

Quantity: Each

Price: £9.38

RAILWAY 
HELMET 
WARMER
Product code: 
C45310444A-s

Description: 
Railway Helmet 
Warmer

Quantity: Each

Price: £16.27

HARDCAP
Product code: 
C0106847A-s

Description: 
Hardcap A1+

Quantity: Each

Price: £18.81

Sizes 
3-13 
AVAILABLE
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Site security

Speedy is 
the leading 
company 
for wireless 
security

With our design, manufacture 
and deployment of wireless 
systems we cover a wide 
variety of applications within 
commercial, domestic and 
industrial security.

Wireless alarms, wireless CCTV, wireless fire detection 
and evacuation systems, vehicle tracking and fleet 
management are all specialist areas in which Speedy 
will manage on your behalf.

For all security needs Speedy offers the most effective 
solution in terms of flexibility, efficiency and cost. 
We provide a complete security service to our customers; 
from surveying and risk analysis to specifying the 
equipment solution.

Alongside the installation and maintenance of the 
equipment together with monitoring and rapid security 
response this all combines to make our service delivery 
the most complete one-stop-shop service available.
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Access security
Tag systems biometric access control software specifically 
designed for construction sites.

• Fully integrated biometric access control software with 
construction tailored reporting

• Get what you need quickly and easily

• CSCS card scanning with validity checking and data 
import, time and attendance, local labour, local 
deliveries, apprentices, metrics, fire roll call, fire 
wardens and trained first aiders, user qualifications, 
contractors and trades

• Users with disabilities or health issues, image 
verification, drugs, alcohol testing and Co2

Fire security
Sites must have adequate fire detection and evacuation 
warning systems in place to protect site personnel and to 
meet stringent insurance demands.

• No cabling

• Rapid installation

• Compliant with JCOP recommendations for 
construction sites

• Rented system – no capital outlay

• Battery backup in the event of mains power failure

• Fully monitored by our 24/7 central monitoring station

Rapid deployment CCTV
Ideal for temporary locations, 
eliminating the need for 
expensive wiring and 
installation costs.

• Rapid deployment

• Low maintenance

• No noise

• No emissions

• No fuel costs

• Hydraulic mast

Fencing and Hoarding
Our range covers a full range of site management 
solutions for every size and structure of site, including 
a range of noise control solutions to form a barrier 
between the noise source and the receiver, reducing 
the impact of sound of the surrounding environment.
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Winter services

Fuel Box
Product code: 9940130-s

Get your Fuel Box 
from your local 
Speedy depot today, 
the efficient and 
easy refuelling solution.
The box is designed with a glug-free pouring system to 
prevent spillages, providing a zero risk of contamination.

By storing the box on your vehicle you can help reduce 
downtime or resolve fuel emergencies, whilst also reducing 
your carbon footprint.

Fuel solutions

AdBlue
Product code: C9906020A-s

AdBlue is a solution of urea and 
water which can be injected into a 
vehicle’s exhaust system before harmful 
nitrogen oxide is emitted from the tail pipe.

IMPROVES COMBUSTION

• Improved storage

• Boosts power

• Reduced emissions

• Weatherproof

• Reduces downtime

• Prevents contamination

• Environmentally friendly

• Fast, efficient and easy-to-use

• Precision pouring flexi-hose

• Improves fuel consumption

• Glug-free to prevent spillages.

FEATURES 

• Lower emissions 

• Reduced amount of gases from the 
exhaust pipe 

• Environment friendly. 

PROCESS 

• AdBlue is a small and portable container with a locking spout that’s 
perfect for carrying in the car or for those with limited storage space 

• Pouring the AdBlue is incredibly easy, screw the locking top on the filler 
neck of your AdBlue tank, then push to release the liquid into the tank 

• The cap can be refitted to the 20L Car Can if you require more than 
one bottle of AdBlue.

Contact your local 

Speedy depot for more 

information.

Visit: speedy 

services.com

ONLY

PER 20 LITRES
£24.99

The AdBlue is fed into the exhaust and reacts with the 
nitrogen oxide gas produced by the combustion process, 
breaking it down into harmless nitrogen and oxygen. 

ONLY

PER 20 LITRES

£ 14.99
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Out of hours crisis support
Speedy will make sure that you are always prepared 
to do business, even in the coldest of winter months 
and during the typical Christmas shutdown period. 

If the unexpected 
happens we are always 
on hand to offer you a 
solution, no matter what 
time of day or night. 
Our Out of Hours service provides 
you with a rapid response and the 
support you need across our entire 
hire product range – 24 hours a day, 
7 days a week, everyday of the year.

There is no need to register for 
the service if you are an existing 
customer. When you have a problem, 
simply call the number below.

All calls are guaranteed to be 
answered and are monitored to 
ensure we accurately respond to 
your needs. Please note a charge 
may apply for this service.

Out of hours emergency?
Call 0345 609 9999

With access to a fleet of over 
500 vehicles nationwide and the 
constant monitoring of specialist 
weather forecasts, we can provide 
an automatically triggered service. 

All this is supported by app and 
email notifications, giving you 
full visibility over the service and 
notifying you when service has 
been triggered for your site. 

Please get in touch with the Speedy 
Partnered Services team today.

Winter gritting

Access to a fleet of over 500 vehicles nationwide

Speedy can provide winter gritting and 
snow clearance, working nationwide 
to ensure your site is operational and 
compliant during the winter months.
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NEW
Total site solutions 

from speedy
Our Site Services Team 
project manages your 
full site requirements. 
Utilising our core hire fleet and selected rehire partners, to supply world 
class brands across a range of specialisms, we support you at every stage 
of your project.

Expertly equipped for every step
As the UK’s leading tools, equipment and plant hire company, we are 
equipped to support your business, at every stage of your on-site set up.

Taking care of the everyday. Every day.
Speedy’s Site Services Team takes away the hassle of everyday supply 
chain management, so you can focus on the more important tasks. 
Think of us as an extra pair of hands, here to help you keep your 
project on plan and on track.

Site set up
When you need a base for your 
projects, Speedy site solutions team 
can arrange all your fuel, power, 
welfare, security, lighting, storage 
and recycling requirements, plus 
much more, bringing everything 
together, quickly and efficiently.

An initial survey by our site planning 
team will help you determine your 
exact requirements, including the 
scope of essential set up items such as 
WiFi and CCTV to ensure connectivity 
and security in the remotest areas.

And ongoing site management services 
such as fuel deliveries, waste disposal 
and equipment compliance will help 
your compound run smoothly and 
efficiently, however long the job.

From enabling your site from start 
to finish we will arrange all your site 
service’s needs.

For more information call 
Speedy Site Services Team on 
0345 850 9460 or email us at 
siteservices@speedyservices.com
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Speedy has all the products, services and expertise to 
ensure your event is a success.

We have extensive experience of working on major national 
and international sporting events, national news events, 
outdoor festivals, indoor arenas, TV and film productions 
and exhibitions.

In 2014, a specialist dedicated support desk was set up, 
providing one point of contact for all your event requirements.

Working with budgets large or small and to strict deadlines, 
we deliver an unrivalled service with the attention to detail 
that the events industry demands.

We also offer a fully project managed installation and 
recovery service on everything we supply.

Events management
At Speedy we are 
aware that many 
customers will already 
be planning events 
for Christmas and 
even Summer 2020.
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Lloyd British has been at the forefront of worker 
safety since we opened for business in 1812. Through 
innovation in technology and modern techniques, we 
strive to identify and implement the highest possible 
levels of training and equipment to keep our customers’ 
employees and our own Engineer Surveyors as safe as 
possible, regardless of their roles.

We’ve been a leader in fall protection systems for many 
years, that’s why we’ve entered into a strategic partnership 
with MSA Latchways, the renowned experts and innovators 
in cable-based fall arrest systems. The partnership was an 
obvious fit, as both organisations excel in the area of safety.

There have been a number of innovations designed 
and implemented since our partnership began in 2016. 
The first is ensuring worker safety at major and complex 
structures. We identified one particularly complicated site 
of a major customer, TATA Steel’s facility in Port Talbot, South 
Wales which had an urgent need to improve safety when 
working at height.

Operating in partnership with both MSA Latchways and 
TATA Steel, Lloyds British designed a completely bespoke 
engineered fall protection system for their Harbourside 
unloader crane. In doing so, we ensured TATA’s compliance 
with the Work at Height Regulations 2005 and a complete 
fall restraint system for all users. They are now connected at 
all times while working at height.

As part of the project, we identified the challenge of 
fixing the MSA Latchways horizontal system while still 
meeting EN 795:2012 and CEN TS 16415:2013 standards. 
To compensate for the corroded handrails, we designed, 
installed & tested stainless steel boss anchors and used 
complex load calculations utilising MSA Latchways’ unique 
energy absorbing technology. All equipment was designed 
specifically for TATA Steel’s on site cranes, following the 
individual contours of these items, as required.

After rigorous testing of the new mechanism, we have 
completed further installations on TATA Steel’s Mould Bay 
crane. Last year we replaced 7 overhead systems in the 
blast furnaces at their Port Talbot site with duplex cable. 
This cable performs better in this hot and corrosive 
environment. This work was scoped in collaboration 
between MSA Latchways and Lloyds British to specify 
the best possible system for our customer.

Fall protection
Staying connected when working 
at height on complex structures.

NEW
MANAGE YOUR 
LLOYDS BRITISH 
ACCOUNT AND 
VIEW INSPECTION 
CERTIFICATION 
REPORTS 
ONLINE VIA 
MYSPEEDY

SWITCH 
TO 

SPEEDY 
DIGITAL 
TODAY!

0345 266 0100
lloydsbritish.com
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Fully 
Funded
On-site NVQs

To help you or your team get the qualifi cation 
that you need, we can provide you with 
government funded NVQs in the 
following trades:

• General Construction
• Bricklaying
• Plastering
• Thermal Insulation
•  Passive Fire Protection

Courses range from 3-5 months* and training is delivered on-site 
by our friendly, skilled and experienced trainers. Assessment is 
carried out once a month and on successful  completion you will 
be able to apply for an up-to-date  CSCS card.

Eligibility criteria:
• Aged 19+ with more than 12 months experience

• Participant postcode must correspond to 
 funding requirements

*Thermal Insulation takes over 6 months.

Tel: 0330 088 9596
E mail: enquiries@geason.co.uk

Web: geasontraining.co.uk

Book your fully funded 
Level 2 NVQ today!

Available Now in Nottinghamshire,
Derbyshire, Telford, Wrekin, Shropshire,
Worcestershire, Black Country.

On-site Training 
over 5 months*

Fully Funded 
Level 2 NVQs

Professional 
Quality Training

Cskills
A W A R D S
PART OF GROUP
APPROVED CENTRE 
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Speedy sports & events

Speedy 
Excellence 
Awards
2019
The annual Speedy Excellence 
Awards, an event which 
celebrates Speedy people, was 
held on Thursday 20th June at 
Carden Park, one of Cheshire’s 
finest country estates.
This stunning location was the perfect backdrop to what 
has become one of the most prestigious events in the 
Speedy calendar. 

Congratulations 
to this year’s 
Speedy winners…
• SAFETY AWARD 

Andy Connor & Mike Byrne

• ENVIRONMENT & COMMUNITY AWARD 
Martin Young

• EMBRACING INNOVATION AWARD 
Matt Seaman

• CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE AWARD 
Adrian Palmer

• LEADER OF THE YEAR AWARD 
Tony Green

• RISING STAR AWARD 
Natasha Smith

• UNSUNG HERO AWARD 
Nicole Moulam Jones

• GROWTH AWARD  
Customer Relationship Centre, Newport

• CHIEF EXECUTIVE AWARD 
Daniel Rice

As usual the 2019 finalists and winners epitomised 
the best of Speedy, consistently delivering 
outstanding results in everything they do.
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British 
Superbikes
What do you know about BSB?
The Bennetts British Superbike Championship (BSB) 
is widely acknowledged as the UK’s leading road racing 
Superbike Championship and one of the premier domestic 
Superbike racing series in the world.

The Championship is managed and organised by MotorSport 
Vision Racing (MSVR), a subsidiary of MotorSport Vision 
(MSV), which owns several of the leading motor racing 
circuits in the UK including Brands Hatch and Oulton Park. 

Managing the BSB event is a major undertaking. The 
Championship runs from May until October and comprises 
eleven rounds, taking in circuits from Knockhill in Scotland 
to Thruxton, near Andover in Hampshire. MSVR has an 
ongoing need for temporary power and communications to 
support each race.

Speedy racing ready!
Speedy supplies a range of hire solutions to support each 
race in the series. These include diesel generators, ranging 
in size from 20kVA right up to 250kVA, and complementary 
electrical distribution systems that enable the race teams to 
direct the power to where it is needed most.

In addition to this, Speedy also supplies a wide range 
of radio communication sets, headsets and assorted 
accessories to help drive enhanced interaction between 
race team members as well as across the teams of marshals, 
stewards and the MSVR operational team.

Speedy supplies a range 
of hire solutions to support 
each race in the series.
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With less available 
daylight hours, you might 
think you won’t have the 
time to do everything 
you need to do in a day.

With Speedy Digital; hiring, off-hiring 
and managing your account won’t be 
one of them.

Whether you are at work, at home or 
on the road, Speedy’s digital solutions 
give you 24–7 access to a wide range 
of services.

And these services are available on 
desktop, tablet or mobile in a website 
or App format – just choose whatever 
works best for you!

ON WEB & APP
 > Off-hire

 > Find a Speedy Depot near you

 > Hire a product. 1,000’s to 
choose from:

 - Click & Collect

 - Click & Deliver 

 - Capital Commitment 
‘Same Day’ Delivery.

 > Buy a product – 1,000’s to 
choose from!

 > Create shortlist of your 
most-hired products

 > View your bespoke pricing. 
Perfect for creating quotes for 
your customers

 > Open a Speedy Trade Account

ON WEB ONLY
 > The MySpeedy Account 

Management system

 - View your order history

 - View PODs and POCs

 - View, pay or query your invoices

 - Create and View Bespoke reports.

ON APP ONLY
 > Check testing and inspection dates

 > Product selector

Plus, with our Delivery and Collection 
Tracker you have an up-to-the minute 
view on where our Speedy vans are 
with your order.

Find out more about Speedy digital by 
watching the following short video at 
speedyservices.com/digital

DOWNLOAD
THE APP

24–7 DIGITAL SOLUTIONS TO 
HELP YOU THROUGH THE WINTER
FOR SIMPLE SMART SOLUTIONS

SWITCH 
TO 

SPEEDY 
DIGITAL 
TODAY!
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Promises we deliver on!
4-hour delivery within the M25

and same-day delivery nationwide…

#CapitalCommitment
speedyservices.com/capital-commitment

Terms & Conditions Apply

SUBMERSIBLE 
PUMP - 50MM
Product code: 23/0140

Ideal for site drainage, emptying pools, 
flooded basements etc. 

• Designed to be used fully submersed 

• Lightweight, but capable of pumping 
large volumes of water while 
unattended

• Not to be run dry

• Hire includes 6m 
of delivery hose

FLUORESCENT 
UPLIGHT
Product code: 22/0022

The new generation uplight 
provides increased light output 
compared to previous models. 

• With a pre-coated lamp 
which makes the light more 
resilient to breakages and 
shattering on site

• The anti-slip rubber base 
comes with an additional 
three sockets which can be 
used without affecting the 
light output

• Fitted with hooks for hanging

LARGE 
DEHUMIDIFIER 
Product code: 20/0030 

The BD1000 dehumidifier delivers strong 
dehumidification performance.

• Roto-moulded polyethylene cover 
is dent resistant, easy to wipe clean, 
and hinges open for fast access for 
internal cleaning

• Regular, automatic 
condensate pump out 
allows unattended use

Winter products available within 
our Capital Commitment promise
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https://twitter.com/hashtag/capitalcommitment
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https://www.speedyservices.com/22_0022-h-fluorescent-uplight
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WINTER 2019

HIRE
 0345 609 9998

 Speedyservices.com/hire

SALES
 0345 266 7630

  speedyservices.com/sales

GEASON TRAINING
 0330 088 9596

 geasontraining.co.uk

LLOYDS BRITISH
 0345 266 0100

 lloydsbritish.com

@wearespeedy

#Speedydoesit

/company/speedy-services/wearespeedy

https://www.speedyservices.com/hire
https://www.speedyservices.com/sales
https://www.geasontraining.co.uk
https://www.lloydsbritish.com
https://www.facebook.com/wearespeedy/
https://twitter.com/hashtag/speedydoesit?lang=en
https://www.linkedin.com/company/speedy-services
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